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THE TECHNOLOGY RESOURCE FOR PV PROFESSIONALS

Q-Cells analyses deposition of silicon nitride in solar cell production
IBM PLI addresses the challenges of manufacturing site selection
IMEC outlines how plasma texturing and porous Si mirrors boost
thin-film Si efficiency
pvXchange hot on the global spot market for PV modules
NREL covers the current status of the concentrating photovoltaic
power industry







Photovoltaics International’s primary focus is on assessing existing and new
technologies for "real-world" manufacturing solutions. The aim is to help
engineers, managers and investors to understand the potential of
equipment, materials, processes and services that can help the PV industry
achieve grid parity through manufacturing efficiencies. The Photovoltaics
International advisory board has been selected to help guide the editorial
direction of the technical journal so that it remains relevant to
manufacturers and utility-grade installers of photovoltaic technology. The
advisory board is made up of leading personnel currently working 
first-hand in the PV industry.

Photovoltaics International would like to thank all of our advisory board
members for their assistance on the launch issue and we look forward to
working with you over the coming years.
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Editorial Advisory Board
Our editorial advisory board is made up of senior engineers from PV manufacturers worldwide. Meet some of our board members below:

Gerhard Rauter 
Chief Operating Officer, Q-Cells AG
Since 1979, Gerhard Rauter – a native Austrian – had been working in managerial positions for Siemens AG at different facilities in Germany.
In 2005 he became Vice President of Operations & Production with responsibility for the technology transfer between plants at home and
abroad. As Vice President and Managing Director at Infineon Technologies Dresden GmbH & CO.OHG he was in charge of the Dresden facilities
and their 2,350 employees since 2006. His main responsibilities at the Dresden facility had been in the fields of Development, Production and
Quality. In October 2007 Gerhard Rauter was appointed as Chief Operating Officer at Q-Cells AG, being in charge of Production, InterServices,
Quality, Safety and Process Technology.

Takashi Tomita
Senior Executive Fellow, Sharp Solar
Takashi Tomita has been working at Sharp for 34 years and is widely recognised as a fore-father of the solar industry in Japan. He was
responsible for setting up Sharp’s solar cell manufacturing facilities in Nara and silicon production in Toyama.Takashi’s passion for solar power
has led him to hold numerous posts outside of his roles at Sharp, including: Vice Representative at the Japan Photovoltaic Industry
Association; Committee Member of Renewable Energy Portfolio Standard of METI; Adviser Board Member of Advanced Technology of Nara;
Visiting Professor of Tohoku University; Adviser of ASUKA DBJ Partners (JAPAN) and Adviser of Global Catalyst Partners (US).

Rodolfo Archbold,
Vice President of Operations, Evergreen Solar
Rodolfo Archbold joined Evergreen Solar in August 2007 as Vice President of Operations. Prior to joining Evergreen Solar, Mr. Archbold
served as an operations consultant at Teradyne, Inc., a $1.1 billion global leader in semiconductor test equipment, and at other leading
electronics manufacturing firms. In this role, Archbold developed strategy and execution plans designed to improve global operations and
supply chain design, reducing manufacturing costs and increasing responsiveness across global supply chain networks.

Dr. Kuo En Chang
President of Solar Division, Motech Industries, Inc.
Dr. Kuo En Chang joined Motech in 1999 as Chief Technology Officer and became President of the Solar Division in 2008, with responsibility
for all technology and manufacturing. Motech is the sixth largest solar cell producer in the world. Before Dr. Chang joined Motech Solar, he
worked on secondary battery research at the Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) for more than three years. Dr. Chang holds a Ph.D.
degree in Metallurgical & Materials Engineering from the University of Alabama.

Professor Eicke R. Weber 
Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems ISE in Freiburg
Professor Eicke R.Weber is the Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems ISE in Freiburg.Weber has earned an international
reputation as a materials researcher for defects in silicon and III-V semiconductors such as gallium arsenide and gallium nitride. He spent 23
years in the U.S. in research roles, most recently as Professor at the University of California in Berkeley. Weber is also the Chair of Applied
Physics, Solar Energy, at the University of Freiburg, and during his career has been the recipient of several prestigious awards including the
Alexander von Humboldt Prize in 1994, and the German Cross of Merit on ribbon in June 2006.
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Our crystalline silicon and thin film solutions enable 

solar panel production on a gigawatt scale, making 

large-scale solar power affordable for everyone, everywhere. 

To learn more, visit appliedmaterials.com/solar.
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Meet the people
shaping today’s

solar industry

Anton Milner
Q-Cells CEO

Richard Feldt
Evergreen Solar CEO

Åsmund Fodstad
REC Solar VP

Dr. Charles Gay
Head of Solar Business Group, APPLIED MATERIALS

Professor Eicke R. Weber
Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems ISE, Freiburg

Roger Little
Spire CEO
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International, Belgium
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THE TROPICS: 
A NEW FRONTIER
IN SOLAR ENERGY
Presently, solar energy systems are mostly optimised for temperate climates. This means there is a
critical need to develop and improve solar systems for tropical regions. 

To address this need, we would like to invite proposals for solar energy research and development
projects to be submitted for funding consideration under the S$50 million Singapore Clean Energy
Research Programme (CERP). The topic of this call for proposals is:

Novel roof-mounted solar harvesting devices and systems for the tropical region

Visit www.cepo.sg for more information. 
Applications (White Paper Stage) close on 20th October 2008.

An initiative by the Singapore Clean Energy Programme Office (CEPO)
Funded by the National Research Foundation (NRF)

© Urban Redevelopment Authority.
All rights reserved.
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66“ “The maximum efficiency of light
conversion for the Si/SiN/air stack

is obtained at n633nm ~1.9 at a
thickness of d~85nm, assuming

zero or negligible absorption

μμ
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Catch the sun!

Solutions for 
Solar Cell Manufacturing
Roth & Rau AG develops and manufactures equipment and process systems for the use in the solar
industry. With the equipment series SiNA®, which is provided with different production capacities to
meet the individual customer-needs, Roth & Rau is a global market leader providing antireflective
coating systems for crystalline silicon solar cells. In its turnkey-business, Roth & Rau offers fully
automated production lines at the highest technological level. In addition to the necessary operation
know-how and extensive after sales service, Roth & Rau’s turnkey solutions feature an optimized
inline production process with continuous wafer flow and a gentle wafer handling. Due to the
increasing importance of thin layer technologies over the next years, Roth & Rau AG focuses an
expanding of its activities in the area of thin film solar technology as part of its business strategy.

High Technology 
for photovoltaics
- High throughput PECVD anti-reflection coating equipment
- Turnkey solutions for crystalline silicon solar cell production
- Plasma process equipment for solar research
- Wafer handling automation
- MES software solutions

Roth & Rau AG
An der Baumschule 6-8
09337 Hohenstein-Ernstthal
Germany
info@roth-rau.de
www.roth-rau.de

New!

Visit us in Hall 4, Booth A2
23rd EU PVSEC, Feria Valencia

September 1 - 4, Valencia, Spain
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The Technology Resource for PV Professionals

Photovoltaics International

Photovoltaics
I n t e r n a t i o n a l

Focussing on technology, Photovoltaics International is the only journal specifically designed for the PV supply chain, including 
materials, components equipment, manufacturing and large-scale utility installation. It is a business-to-business publication that will 
influence the purchasing decisions of professional PV manufacturers and integrators through independent editorial and high-quality 
technical articles.  

Articles presented in Photovoltaics International are independent and depict actual data and findings for the education of facilities 
managers, executives and engineers.  We will provide coverage of the best and latest developments in the PV manufacturing industry, 
and present these in a clear, easily navigable format. 

Photovoltaics International is free to manufacturers of wafers, cells and modules as well as professionals responsible for creating 
and installing large-scale solar power plants. Fill in the form below and we will process your request. 

Editorial Contributions 

Prospective writers are welcome to provide content for technical papers covering the most pertinent issues in the PV industry. All 
submissions will be reviewed by our experienced editorial team.

Highlights of the next issue:

"Cleaning solutions for efficiency improvement in 
inline solar cell manufacturing" 
by Dr. Jan Bultman from the Energy Research Centre of the Netherlands (ECN), writing 
with Mallinckrodt Baker.
 

"Concentrating Photovoltaic Module production 
developments" 
by Pedro Banda, Director General of ISFOC.
 
"Fab and facility ramp figures for PV manufacturers" 
by John Cassell, WTC / iSuppli.
 
Emerging PV manufacturing markets report

                                                                          The economic, technological and political forces are 
converging to make photovoltaic manufacturing one of the fastest growing and dynamic industries 
in the world. As fuels for traditional energy supplies dwindle and end consumers become 
increasingly conscious of their impact on climate change and the environment, the time is now for 
PV to gain a strong share of the renewable energies marketplace. 

The time is now!



The Technology Resource for PV Professionals 
Have you subscribed yet? 

Become a solar Freeloader today

As an engineer at a PV manufacturing facility I would like to apply for a free subscription. ❑
I would like to purchase a subscription.
Price: 1 x Issue $59.00 USD (includes international delivery) ❑

4 x Issue $199.00 USD (includes international delivery) ❑

FREE GIFT WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE
At Photovoltaics International, we strongly believe that PV technology is the key renewable energy generation
technology for the future.Photovoltaics International Journal is working with Solar Technology International to
bring new subscribers the opportunity to become a Solar "Freeloader".Simply purchase a 4-issue subscription
and we will give you a free portable solar charger with your first issue, worth $65.00 USD*.
Name:...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Job Title:............................................................................................. Job Function:..........................................................................................................
Company:.......................................................................................... Div/Dept:................................................................................................................
Street Address: ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
City:..................................................................................................... Post Code/Zip:........................................................................................................
Country: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Telephone Number: ........................................................................ Web URL:................................................................................................................
E-mail: ...............................................................................................
For the purposes of our circulation audit, please indicate the last digit of your birth year (YYYY):.......................................................................................

Company Activity (tick where appropriate):
❑ PV Manufacturer (inc. Thin Film & Module) ❑ Materials Supplier ❑ Equipment Supplier

If you ticked any of the above three options, please indicate the company technology type by ticking one or more of the boxes below:
❑ Si Cell            ❑ Thin Film             ❑ Module             ❑ Concentrator            ❑ Emerging             ❑ Polysilicon             ❑ Ingot/Wafer

❑ University ❑ Energy Utility Supplier ❑ Government Agency
❑ R&D Facility ❑ Financial Community ❑ Other (please specify..................)

In order to continually improve Photovoltaics International we require your feedback.  We would be  very grateful if you would answer the 
following questions:

(Q) Which section(s) of the publication are of interest to you? (please tick)

Fab + Facilities ❑ Materials ❑ Solar Cell ❑ Thin Film ❑ PV Modules ❑ R&D ❑ Market Watch  ❑
(Q) What technical subjects do you wish to see in future editions?...........................................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Signature:.................................................................................................................................... Date ..................................................................................

Payment Details:
Fax on +44 (0) 20 7871 0101 or email info@pv-tech.org:

Type of credit card:

Card Number: Expiry Date: 3 Digit CVV Code (at the back of card):

Cardholder’s name: ...........................................................................................

Post: Make cheques payable to “Semiconductor Media Ltd.”
Photovoltaics International, Trans-World House, 100 City Road, London EC1Y 2BP, UK
Online: PayPal - visit www.pv-tech.org/shop

Email us at info@pv-tech.org for any further information you require.
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R e c r u i t m e n t

Apply yourself to the energy industry of the future!

� Browse job openings   �Register your C.V. �Hire technical professionals

wwww.jobsinPV.com






